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drupa 2020 – “embrace the future”
The race is on for drupa 2020! With a clear strategic
alignment, a new communication strategy and
pioneering highlight topics, the international flagship
fair for printing technologies welcomes exhibitors
from all over the world to present their innovations
in Düsseldorf from 16 until 26 June 2020. Online
registration for exhibitors via www.drupa.com is now
open. Registered exhibitors will soon receive their
printed version of the official drupa 2020 brochure in
the post. Registration closes on 31 October 2018.
drupa 2020 will continue its strategic realignment and
focus on future topics with major growth potential. The
trade fair profile prescribes a clearly defined structure,
which encompasses the following product groups:
1. Prepress / Print
2. Premedia /Multichannel
3. Post press / Converting / Packaging
4. Future technologies
5. Materials
6. Equipment / Services / Infrastructure

Packaging. Launched at drupa 2016, this forum created
quite a stir. It will cover the entire packaging production
chain from the brand, materials, design, print right
through to finishing and sales. The interaction
between all involved professions – branded products
manufacturers, designers, material manufacturers and a
high-calibre panel of companies from the printing and
finishing industry – will turn this forum into a special
place of inspiration where solutions and answers to
relevant questions for future developments will be
presented.
Among the other highlight topics showcased at drupa
2020 are subjects such as functional printing, 3D
printing and industrial printing. These areas of
application have major potential and therefore provide
important new markets. The related technologies are
also extremely important for the global packaging
market, as they provide intelligent packaging with
additional functions, while different printing technologies allow the use of a widewww.messe-duesseldorf.de
range of printing
substrates. In the segment of industrial printing, the
trade fair will focus on major issues such as “artificial
intelligence” and “robotics”, new workflows in the
production process and the “next generation of
industry 4.0” as all of these will have a major impact
on the workplace and industry environment.

June 16–26, 2020
Düsseldorf/Germany
www.drupa.com
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In the wake of growing international markets and
increasingly demanding requirements from the industry
and manufacturers of branded products, the packaging
production segment has again been selected as one of
the most important topics for drupa 2020. Therefore,
packaging will have a special slot called Touchpoint
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New PrintPromotion partner:
Müller Martini

125 years VDMA
Founded as the Verein
deutscher MaschinenbauAnstalten in Cologne on
15 November 1892, the
VDMA German Engineering
Federation celebrates its
125th anniversary this year. Under its motto “Humans – Machines – Progress”, VDMA
uses this anniversary to put the spotlight on the intelligent connection between
humans and machines, which leads to progress and the benefit of all. A large number
of events, publications and campaigns highlight the enormous role mechanical
engineering plays in shaping the future. This will include a ceremony in Berlin on
16 October 2017 and an Industrie 4.0 congress in Cologne on the exact anniversary
of the Association’s foundation, 15 November.

PrintPromotion is pleased to announce a new, strong partner: the Müller Martini
group of companies. As a manufacturer and supplier of technologically leading
systems, Müller Martini provides support to the graphic arts industry throughout
the world, offering an extensive range of products, covering everything from
saddle stitching through loose-leaf binding, trimming, perfect binding and thread
sewing to sophisticated mailroom solutions for the newspaper market. Thanks
to a high level of automation and networking through the CONNEX continuous
workflow system, the company`s solutions score highly in the area of digital
solutions with quality, minimum changeover times and high process automation.

In addition, on a brand-new website with twelve multimedia reports, VDMA highlights
the role mechanical and plant engineering plays in solving big social problems, such
as the energy supply of tomorrow, the working world of tomorrow, and reliable
food supplies. Designed and implemented by VDMA’s various associations, these
multimedia reports are available to all online at www.mensch-maschine-fortschritt.de
(German version) and www.humans-machines-progress.com (English version).

Müller Martini already contributed to two of the PrintPromotion Management
Conferences, i.e., the ones held in Southeast Asia near the end of last year and
the ones recently held in Central America, presenting the company`s high-tech
solutions for the printing industry.
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PrintPromotion Conferences in Central America
Between 21 and 31 March this year, PrintPromotion carried out a series of specialized conferences in the Caribbean.
Nine leading technology manufacturers presented technical and business potentials of modern printing technology.
The stops of the conference tour were Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago as well as Costa Rica
and Guatemala. These countries represent a domestic market with 42 million inhabitants and are engaged in brisk
export trade to North and South America. Growing sales in industry, the food and the service sectors set the tone.
Important export products are food, tobacco and spirits – products that can be marketed worldwide in future as well
with innovative packaging solutions that upgrade the products through the look and feel of their packaging. During
the five conferences, experts from the technology manufacturers BW Papersystems, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen,
H.C. Moog, IST METZ, KAMA, Koenig & Bauer, Kolbus, Müller Martini and Polar Mohr contributed to the programme
in order to make automation and digitally networked printing processes known in this region. The participating
technology manufacturers presented digitization strategies and concrete solutions for gravure and offset printing
as well as the postpress process chain that enable the producers of such products to meet the quality standards of
international markets and to lay the cornerstone for long-term success stories.

In Havana in Cuba, some 80 participants listened attentively to the presentations given by representatives of leading German
technology manufacturers.

Number of participants
Cuba

80

Dominican Republic

70

Trinidad & Tobago

50

Costa Rica

70

Guatemala

80

In Trinidad and Tobago, the speakers provided some
50 attendants with valuable information about the
chances and possibilities offered by modern printing and
paper technology.

Specialist Teacher Course helps ensure best use of equipment
This year again, PrintPromotion organizes a comprehensive training course for
specialist teachers of different nationalities at the azp training centre for print and
media in Chemnitz with a focus on prepress and printing. The 15 participants of the
course given from 8 June to 6 July 2017 were selected from among many applicants
from specialist schools for printing all around the globe. The participants` schools
are located in Colombia, Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Serbia,
Slovakia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Uganda, Ukraine, Vietnam and Zimbabwe. Therefore,
the course language is – as always – English.
The curriculum includes theoretical and practical aspects of the graphics industry
in equal measure: Workflow management and computer-to-plate, quality management, colorimetry, color management, the use of Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign
software. Furthermore, the specialist teachers are given practical training in offset
printing and are informed about printing inks, print finishing and digital printing in
special lectures.
Special highlights are excursions to German manufacturers of printing and paper
converting machines as well as printing companies which give an insight view of the
technology of the industry. Inter alia, the following companies will be visited: Kolbus,
Koenig & Bauer, Kama, Windmöller & Hölscher as well as Baumann Maschinenbau
Solms.

The Specialist Teacher Course in Germany has a long tradition. Shown here are the
participants of the 2016 course.
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China Print 2017:
Strong German presence

Know-how transfer to
the printing and packaging
industry in Colombia

China Print 2017 proved yet again to be a crowd puller. Large numbers of
visitors flocked into the exhibition halls on all five exhibition days from 9 to
13 May. Following years of tempestuous growth, China’s printing industry has
now reached calmer waters but still achieves annual growth rates of 4 to 6
percent. “For our member companies, China Print 2017 provided yet again the
opportunity to present the benefits of modern printing and paper processing
technology to the Chinese trade visitors”, explained Dr. Markus Heering,
Managing Director of the German Association of Printing and Paper Technology
within the German Mechanical Engineering Industry Association VDMA.
Engineering companies such as Heidelberg, KBA, BW Papersystems, Müller
Martini, manroland or Windmöller & Hölscher had their own stands at the
exhibition, which were well received. However, not only the individual stands
presented printing and paper processing technology with the label “Made in
Germany”. There were also more than a dozen other manufacturers exhibiting
their products on the joint German stand in the German Pavilion organised again
by PrintPromotion as a good and cost-effective opportunity to attract attention
in the important Chinese market.
Represented on the joint stand were large companies such as Kolbus, Leonhard
Kurz Stiftung as well as highly specialised medium-sized companies such as
the UV specialist IST METZ, the automation expert Baumüller or image
inspection specialist ISRA VISION AG. The TKM Group also used the joint stand
to feature their modern cutting technology, milling tools and doctor blades,
as did NETZSCH Shanghai and engineering company Schobertechnologies.
Dr. Heering was also satisfied with the positive outcome of the exhibition. The
Chinese trade visitors showed strong interest in the German manufacturers’
automation solutions, digital workflows and their latest developments. The
exhibiting companies used the opportunity to showcase the advantages of
modern printing and paper technology and demonstrate to Chinese printers and
packaging specialists the benefits of a digitally networked production.
All German exhibitors expressed their confidence that German printing and
paper technology will make a positive contribution to the Asian printing and
packaging sector.

Last year, Luz Alsivia Romero Gutiérrez
participated in a four-week training
course for specialist teachers organized
by PrintPromotion and held at the
azp training centre for print and media
in Chemnitz in Germany. From 6 to
10 March 2017, she stood in front of the
participants of a seminar in her home
city of Bogotá and made 26 specialist
teachers acquainted with modern,
quality-assured prepress processes.
It is a guiding principle of the training
courses for specialist teachers offered
During the Specialist Teacher Seminar,
by PrintPromotion that they pass on the
the assistance of Luz Alsivia Romero
knowledge that they acquire as locally
Gutiérrez was much appreciated. She
took part in last year`s Specialist Teacher
networked, authentic multipliers. Said
Course in Germany and has proved to be
Dr. Markus Heering, Managing Director
an authentic multiplier.
of PrintPromotion: “What they take
along to their home countries besides
know-how is awareness of high quality standards and the chances offered by modern
printing technology.” For Jürgen Seidel, trainer for offset printing and a teacher of Luz
Alsivia Romero Gutiérrez at the azp training centre for print and media in Chemnitz,
her contribution to the team also had practical advantages: “Luz can teach in her
mother tongue. She supports us with her professional competence. A full-tim teacher
at the Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (SENA), she is optimally networked on site.”
SENA has 115 qualification centres in Colombia. Besides the institute in Bogotá, there
are three regional centres focusing on special fields of the media and graphic arts
industry. In Bogotá, future print specialists acquire know-how of offset, flexographic
and screen printing, digital printing methods and prepress.
The seminar gave the 26 specialist teachers, of which three quarters are teachers of
the hosting institute, the CENIGRAF, fresh know-how of prepress and quality
assurance supported by many hands-on exercises. For the first time, the three-day
basic seminar was followed by an additional day specifically for flexographic printing.
With nearly 50 million inhabitants, Colombia has an interesting domestic market. Due
to its location between South and Central America, the country is also interesting as a
production site. With the transfer of know-how, PrintPromotion wishes to contribute
to the economic development of this region and campaign for a high level of quality
awareness in the local printing and packaging markets. Good packaging is not only a
guarantee that food and consumer goods reach the customer in a perfect condition,
but also informs about the packaged goods and helps brand manufacturers to
distinguish themselves from their competitors. This specific practical further training
made aware of the potentials the field of packaging printing offers and how they can
be exploited by means of modern printing technology.

A centre of attraction: The German Pavilion organized by PrintPromotion at the
China Print 2017.

Next Specialist Teacher Seminar to be
held in Brazil
The next Specialist Teacher Seminar has been scheduled for calendar week
43 (23 to 29 October 2017). The venue will be the CEP Senai de artes
graficas in Rio de Janeiro. It will again be carried out in cooperation with
the azp training centre for print and media.

Many visitors could also be welcomed at the special stand of PrintPromotion.
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Company news
Simply Smart paves the way for the future of the Chinese print
media industry
China Print 2017 in Beijing has come to a successful conclusion. During the show,
Heidelberg presented innovative packaging and commercial printing solutions under
the motto “Simply Smart”.
Heidelberg showcased the industry’s digitized future, with the aim of helping Chinese
print shops carry out a success transformation and achieve sustainable growth in the
current digital era demonstrating how to make it work for print shops to transform
from a traditional print shop into a Smart one. First of all, Heidelberg Smart Print Shop
is attributed to the workflow Prinect, which integrates all areas and lays the foundation
for integrated communication inside the print shop, as well as between the print shop
and its customers and suppliers. Besides, based on “Navigated Printing” philosophy,
Intellistart 2 in the new Press Center XL 2 can identify the ideal changeover sequence,
show the operator the shortest way to get from one OK sheet to the next, initiate all
make ready operations and inform the operator when manual activities are necessary.
Last but not least, Heidelberg Assistant offers personalized access – whether via
computer or mobile – to all of a print shop’s key service, contract, and performance
data. The online portal also provides access to a variety of Heidelberg products and
services, offering customers the greatest transparency and end-to-end support for their
entire printing business. All the above topics attracted many visitors’ attention. For
example, at the “Smart Area”, during the presentation break-out session.
During China Print 2017, a
Speedmaster CX 75-4 press
with innovative DryStar LED
technology from Heidelberg
was showcased for the first
time. This press is the
combination of the innovative
platform of Speedmaster
The Speedmaster CX 75-4 press with innovative
XL 75 and components of
DryStar LED technology from Heidelberg was
Speedmaster SX 74. The new
showcased at China Print for the first time.
Speedmaster CX 75-4 was
digitally integrated with Prinect
Press Center 2 and the patented Intellistart system, presenting the highly automated
and integrated print production as a result. The most innovative DryStar LED technology
achieves the highest energy efficiency. No drying time is needed, which means the
sheets can go straight into postpress.
The 500 mm elevated Speedmaster CX 102-7+L press shown at the Packaging & Label
Printing Area was the longest sheetfed offset press on the trade show. Equipped with
high-end features like Prinect Press Center XL 2, Intellistart 2, Wallscreen XL, AutoPlate
Pro, Automatic Wash-up, Prinect Image Control 3 and fully integrated in the Prinect
workflow, it addressed the increasing demand for top end solutions for advanced print
production. Following the “Push to Stop” philosophy introduced at drupa 2016, the
live presentation showcased the huge saving potentials of “Navigated Printing” on
this highly automated press in perfect combination with “Multicolor”. The Multicolor
technology from Heidelberg delivers the world of color on a single sheet, achieves
outstanding quality with its unique 7 color separation and screening but less waste,
less wash ups, faster production and shorter delivery times.
In addition, it was the first time for Heidelberg and its subsidiary Gallus to make joint
efforts to present the integrated Packaging and Label solution at China Print. A Gallus

ECS 340 ten color label press was shown, to offer customers the possibility of even
more cost-effective label production of the highest standard.
The Speedmaster CS 92-4 press at the Commercial Printing Area was officially launched
on Print China exhibition two years ago. However, its cost-effective production of
commercial jobs, especially the benefit from 20 percent cheaper printing plates than
the 70 x 100 cm format still impresses many customers. With DryStar LE UV technology,
the CS 92-4 is able to achieve impressive quality, instant drying and fast turnover. The
onsite demonstration presented two gang jobs as well as rapid curing on uncoated
papers, making LE UV an ideal solution for commercial print shops who want to
improve their response to constantly changed market requirements. Another particular
highlight at the Commercial Area was the hybrid printing done by a Speedmaster SX
74-4 sheetfed press together with a Versafire CP digital printing press. With Prinect
workflow system, the print orders are reasonably separated and automatically sent
to different printing processes. For orders fit for digital printing, the production data
goes directly to Versafire CP. For orders fit for sheetfed printing, the data goes to CtP
and the Speedmaster SX 74. With Heidelberg Prinect system and Color Management,
the commercial print shops can harness the benefits of hybrid printing and enjoy the
highest cost efficiency at any run length.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

The special effect created by Versafire digital printing system is a big plus for many print shops
who want to provide added value service for their customers.

The Heidelberg break-out session at China Print attracted many visitors` attention.
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Three new postpress
machines

Heidelberg Primefire 106
in pilot phase
The pilot phase of the Primefire 106 industrial digital printing system in B1 format from
Heidelberg has started. Based on the leading Fujifilm Inkjet Technology from the
co-development partner Fujifilm and the proven Heidelberg Peak Performance
platform, the newly designed Primefire 106 system is providing dependable offsetlike quality production with the benefits of digital printing. Primefire 106 enables
packaging printers in particular to take a step in developing new areas of business,
for example with the production of variable and personalized packaging or by adding
traceability and security elements on each box. Printing on demand with Primefire
106 can streamline supply chain processes and reduce inventory costs. In addition, the
7-color inkjet system covers up to 95 per cent of the Pantone color space, resulting in
time and cost reduction. Water-based inkjet printing meets strict environmental and
recycling requirements and, therefore, also permits food-safe production.

The complete Heidelberg postpress packaging product range – the right machine for
every application – highlighting new models that were launched in May.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

On 10 May, Heidelberg invited its customers to a large packaging printing event
at the Print Media Center Packaging at the Wiesloch-Walldorf site under the
motto “Smart Print Shop – Zero Defect Packaging”. The event provided a
platform for highlighting Heidelberg’s expanding postpress portfolio and
showcase the integration of prepress, press, postpress, and service solutions
designed to help customers drive up productivity, drive down waste and open up
new business opportunities. In-house finishing in particular will give customers
total control over their quality, gaining them time and quality benefits.

Première at the UV DAYS:
LEDcure
Visitors and exhibitors, as
well as IST METZ itself, were
equally enthusiastic about
the UV DAYS. The PACKbag
was printed and refined live
on the in-house sheetfed
offset printing machine, a
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD
102-7 LX with the new LED
system LEDcure.

The new Promatrix 106 FC die cutter with hot-foil embossing and the new
Promatrix 106 CSB die cutter with inline blanking as well as the new Diana Easy
115 folder showed how maximum process reliability can be achieved at the end
of an integrated workflow, in total compatibility with the Push to Stop philosophy.
Building on the successful introduction of the industrial Promatrix 106 CS and
commercially focused Easymatrix 106 CS die cutters, Heidelberg announced
three further new products coming from MK Masterwork’s factories in Tianjin,
China, and Nove Mesto in Slovakia. The new Promatrix 106 CSB die cutter with
inline blanking is a new addition to the Promatrix series. The die cutter eliminates
the need for costly and wasteful hand-stripping of carton blanks and allows a
customer to increase productivity and reduce manufacturing costs.

At this year`s UV DAYS for the very first time, IST METZ presented the newly developed
LEDcure water-cooled high-performance LED system for sheetfed offset printing. The
flexible system ensures optimal matching to the different requirements of sheetfed
offset presses. A clever modular basic concept combined with its extremely robust and
compact design allows the user maximum flexibility and versatility. The system is freely
scalable in length and can be adapted to all machine formats and installation situations. This makes it possible to use a LEDcure unit at different positions on a machine.
In combination with decades of experience in tailor-made machine integration, the
compact design ensures the user access to important areas of the printing press at any
time. The new LEDcure completes the entire redesigned LED solution range, which IST
METZ offers together with its subsidiary Integration Technology Ltd. (ITL). Synergies
between the two companies increasingly come into effect, such as XT8 Booster.
Thanks to the new booster technology, the LEDcure has up to 30% more power than
conventional LED systems. Other highlights of the new LEDcure include the simple
exchange of the optics or the possibility of retrofitting the LED chips. At the usual
distance of 80 mm to 100 mm from the substrate, the new LEDcure offers a very
high performance in sheetfed offset printing. This is not only due to the maximum
irradiation intensity, the so-called peak, but additionally the wide irradiation field of
the LEDcure offers an extra drying time, also called dose. It is often as decisive for
efficient curing of the LED colours and lacquers as the peak. As a result, customers and
suppliers of consumables have more flexibility in the design and choice of inks and
varnishes.

The visual impact of print can be greatly enhanced by the creative use of hot foil.
Triggering the “at shelf” buying response is the goal of brand owners, and hot
foil is a proven way for printers to meet the brand ambitions of their customers.
With highly sophisticated automatic foil control, 20 individually controlled heating
zones and the ability to foil in the transverse direction, the new Promatrix 106 FC
scores highly when it comes to offering print embellishment.
The last of the new offerings is the Diana Easy 115 folder gluer, featuring
four- and six-corner box capacity. The Diana Easy 115 features functions from the
top-of-the-range Diana X as well as generous throughput up to 350 m/min. It
also comes at a very attractive price for printers looking to replace older machines
or develop new products or markets.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

IST METZ GmbH
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IST METZ breaks its own
UV DAYS record

BASA No. 100 installed

During the UV DAYS for UV and LED technology
organized by IST METZ, Nürtingen near Stuttgart
is the center of the printing industry every two
years. IST METZ recently reported the official
numbers for this year: 45 exhibitors and
920 guests from 33 countries took part in the
UV DAYS 2017, thereby breaking its own record
from 2015 (670 guests). From 15 to 18 May, IST
METZ and its 45 renowned exhibitors and industry
partners provided information about UV and LED
UV in print and industry. The event consisted of
several print presentations and lectures, company
This was this year`s special product at the
UV DAYS: The PACKbag featuring the
tours, laboratory visits as well as various topics
silhouette of a sports car and describing
on low migration, LED applications and industrial
the function curve of the new LEDcure
system.
applications. A special feature this year was the
food packaging produced by IST METZ especially
for the event, which was printed with the consideration of Low Migration. At the UV DAYS,
however, not only the various food trucks that provided the meals in food boxes this year
were very popular. IST METZ, in cooperation with the VSKE, the German association of
manufacturers of self-adhesive labels and narrow web converters, also presented a new
guideline for the printing of food-safe packaging. For the UV DAYS event, IST METZ came up
once again with something special: the PACKbag. The PACKbag is a mixture of “packaging”
and “bag” and was printed and refined live during UV DAYS on the in-house sheetfed offset
printing machine, a Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102-7 LX. Matching the slogan of the event
“Ready, Steady, Go!”, the shape of the PACKbag looks like the silhouette of a sports car
and at the same time describes the function curve of the new high-performance LED system
LEDcure, which was used for the first time during the live printing demonstration.

During drupa 2004, BaumannWohlenberg presented the first BASA
automatic jogging station. Now the company could inform that the
100th BASA has been sold and delivered to Royal Hoitsema Labels
located in Groningen in the Netherlands. About 365 years old, Royal
Hoitsema Labels is the oldest printing company in the Netherlands
specializing in labels for the food, beverage and tobacco industry.
It`s the third BASA installed at Royal Hoitsema Labels. The company
was already among the first customers to buy a Baumann BASA in
2004 and only two years later the second BASA.
In order to be prepared for production peaks, which occur fairly
regularly, Royal Hoitsema additionally uses a manual central jogging
station consisting of a pile hoist, an automatic jogger BSB 3 L and a
gripper unloader BA 3 Z.

IST METZ GmbH

Baumann Maschinenbau Solms GmbH & Co. KG

A reason to celebrate:
40th company anniversary

Label Days at
BaumannWohlenberg

For more than four decades, IST METZ
has been manufacturing presses and
coatings for UV and UV curing.
Now, the company celebrated its 40th
anniversary on 15 May in the course
of its in-house exhibition UV DAYS.
The excellent curing properties of inks
and varnishes under UV light were
discovered in the late 1960s. The IST METZ GmbH of today was founded in 1977 and
developed early UV systems for curing varnishes on furniture. From a niche business over the
decades, a globally operating group of companies and one of the best suppliers and providers
of UV systems has developed. The products are used in printing presses, but also for curing
coatings on automotive parts or small parts for cosmetics, for example.

From 27 to 29 June 2017, BaumannWohlenberg invites to the
company`s Label Days 2017 with many interesting presentations.
On show will be both manual and automatic solutions for the
finishing process of label production. BaumannWohlenberg`s partner
company BLUMER will present the latest version of the ATLAS 1110 LS
production line for punched and square cut labels. Furthermore, the
visitors can have a look at challenging die-shapes manufactured by
STAMFAG AG for the in-mould industry. There will also be a HOHNER
saddle binder HSB 9000 as well as a BOGRAMA rotary die cutter, a
folding machine K80 from MBO, a laminating system Europa Digital
from AVD and a WOHLENBERG Quickbinder on display. In addition,
an inserting system KAS Compact as well as a package terminal Kern
Lockers will be shown.

IST METZ GmbH

Baumann Maschinenbau Solms GmbH & Co. KG
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The 100th BASA was marked with a special “100th BASA” sticker.
Furthermore, Markus Frick, Managing Director of BaumannWohlenberg,
handed over a “BASA No. 100” certificate to Fred Sterk, Managing
Director of Royal Hoitsema Labels.

Successful China Print
for KBA
KBA reported on an extremely successful China Print in Beijing. This year’s
show was placed under the motto “Origin & Future – 200 Years Koenig &
Bauer”, and visitors from China and numerous other countries in the region
were treated to a raft of offset, flexo, screen printing and digital solutions
for the commercial, publication and packaging markets. Practice-oriented
press demonstrations and vivid presentations of products which could not
be exhibited directly were undisputed crowd-pullers. The official hand-over
of the Rapida 75 PRO on the stand to its future owner, the Hucai Group,
already on the first day of the show was followed up by a similar ceremony
for the Rapida 106 on 10 May. This five-colour press is now on its way to
Liuyang Shuangfu Packaging Printing in Hunan Province.
The products in greatest demand were medium- and large-format sheetfed
presses. Alongside the Rapida 106 for Liuyang Shuangfu Packaging Printing,
a further press of this high-end series was sold with seven printing units,
inline coater and extended delivery. Several buyers opted for the
Rapida 105, including two eight-colour coater presses, one of which was
also configured with the cold foil module Vinfoil Optima. In large format,
KBA lived up to its role as market leader with several new orders, and
a number of sales contracts for the Rapida 75 PRO are also close to
completion. Print samples illustrated the capabilities of presses for the
printing of flexible packaging from KBA-Flexotecnica and possible
applications of the digital web presses KBA RotaJET L and VL.
KBA-Kammann demonstrated current possibilities for the direct decoration
of hollow glass and plastic containers in digital and conventional processes.
Also on show were cutting formes for the rotary die-cutter Rapida RDC
106 which underlined KBA-Sheetfed’s successful entry into the field of
post-press.

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)

Well-attended LED-UV technology
symposium at KBA-Sheetfed
On 25 and 26 April, almost 300
existing and prospective users of the
still relatively new LED-UV technology met at KBA-Sheetfed in Radebeul
to pick up first-hand information on
the current state of development.
Alongside printers from 21 different
countries, numerous representatives
of the supplier industry were also
present.The first Rapida 106 with
LED dryers went into production in
mid-2014. In the meantime, some
Game-changer: Folding cartons were die-cut and
50 half-, medium- and large-format
stripped at speeds of 13,000 sph on the rotary
Rapidas with LED drying are in use
die-cutter Rapida RDC 106. After fast changing
of the die cutting forme, this was followed by the
around the world. Alongside classic
kiss-cutting of self-adhesive labels – at 15,000 sph!
five- and six-colour coater presses,
numerous eight-colour perfectors
have also been equipped with this future-oriented drying technology offering advantages
such as environmental friendliness, i.e. energy savings and less waste, as well as short
delivery times.
The agenda also included three panel discussion sessions. The first one addressed the
available system technology from KBA with reports on practical experience, design
solutions, handling recommendations and service topics. Tailored consumables packages
were the topic of a second round of discussions with representatives from consumables
manufacturers. The third module was reserved for the users many of which confirmed that
the LED-UV technology had opened the door to new markets. During the production on a
Rapida 75 PRO and two Rapida 106 presses, the symposium guests were able to monitor
energy consumption in real time via VisuEnergy.
KBA then presented an absolute world first, namely LED-UV drying in conjunction with
autonomous printing on an eight-colour Rapida 106 with an additional coater.
“ErgoTronic AutoRun” enables printing and makeready processes to run without manual
intervention in accordance with a predefined job list. The operator must only ensure that
the required substrates, plates and other consumables are available. As a further highlight,
KBA-Sheetfed demonstrated the die-cutting of packaging on a Rapida RDC 106 rotary
die-cutter – for the first time with automatic stripping. After a fast job changeover, production continued with the kiss-cutting of self-adhesive labels.

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)

The KBA stand at China Print 2017 was extremely well visited and a real
crowd-puller.

Official hand-over of the Rapida 106 to Zhao Bang, General Manager of Liuyang
Shuangfu Packaging Printing Co. Ltd (centre), here with Walter Zehner, CEO KBA
Greater China, Ralf Sammeck, CEO KBA-Sheetfed, Dietmar Heyduck, Sales Director
KBA-Sheetfed, and Lianbiao Wang, General Manager KBA Greater China (left to
right)

Overview of savings potential with KBA VariDry LED-UV
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KBA Report on “200 years Koenig & Bauer –
200 years of innovation”
On 9 August 2017, KBA will celebrate the 200th anniversary of its founding, and this is, of course, in the focus
of the 50th issue of KBA Report. The topics of the 52-page magazine range from the increasingly popular LED
UV technology, via double coating and inline foil application for the finishing of high-quality packaging in
sheetfed offset, through to new investments in digital and newspaper printing. Current developments and
new business ideas are also presented. Important milestones from the long history of K&B are recalled in a
commemorative supplement. KBA Report is available from the KBA regional offices or from the central
marketing department of Koenig & Bauer and for download at:
http://www.kba.com/downloads-glossar/supportdownloads/kba-report/

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)

New hotmelt technology for high-quality book binding
Planatol´s award winning, innovative Planamelt technology has now been extended by
another product: Planamelt Pro that is specifically optimized for use on difficult (e.g.
varnished) surfaces. It is based on a new type of polymer structure and has been especially
developed for the requirements of the graphic arts industry. This makes it first choice when
it comes to gluing off thread-stitched brochures and rounding book spines. Planamelt Pro
is also very suitable for the standard book binding of all print products. With Planamelt,
it is possible to combine different types of paper and various grammages and even foils
without changing adhesive. Planamelt can be used in conventional bookbinding systems
so that it is not necessary to invest in new technology. Digital printers appreciate its use
for individual printing, variable composition and personalisation, thread-stitched binding
and the high-quality production of small orders. Residual adhesive can be melted again
– no coking. With 13 N/cm and 170 g/m2, Planamelt features thoroughly tested excellent
stability and high pull resistance. Planamelt does not contain any harmful isocyanates
hence the recycling capabilities for products bound using Planamelt in accordance with
INGEDE method 12 have been fulfilled. Machine downtimes and maintenance can be
considerably reduced, magazines and catalogues can be processed, packed and dispatched
immediately. Oher advantages include impressive layflat characteristics, high resistance
against heat, cold and oil, good thermal stability of the melt, very low odour.

Planamelt ensures impressive layflat characteristics and high pull resistance.

Planatol Holding GmbH

Smart gluing and flexible postpress lines on show in Beijing
Of the Planatol Group, Planatol System and Gämmerler were represented in the German
Pavilion of China Print 2017 in Beijing. Planatol System presented its range of products
under the motto “Smart Gluing” (see PrintPromotion Newsletter No. 103 of December
2016, page 13). Gämmerler showed amongst others the fully automated flexible postpress
lines. Gämmerler has been represented with its own sales and service organization in
Beijing for decades, and China is one of the key markets for the wide-ranging product
portfolio in the field of newspaper and commercial printing. In particular a considerable
number of the proven overhead conveying systems and compensating stackers of various
types have been installed at the well-known Chinese newspaper printers, such as the
state-owned enterprises People’s Daily, Xinhua News Agency and Beijing Daily. The
customer service with competent technicians on site and an extensive stock of spare parts
ensure the required availability and the smooth operation of their postpress systems.

Planatol Holding GmbH

The joint stand of Planatol System and Gämmerler at the China Print 2017
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Attractive presentation at the China Print 2017
At China Print 2017, Kolbus exhibited its machine portfolio in the German Pavilion. The
KOLBUS team had many intensive conversations with users and potential users. As usual,
an important main topic was the finishing of printed products from offset printing presses.
However, in the age of digitalization, also the finishing of digital printed products becomes
increasingly important. Under the label KOLBUS Bookjet® and the new software Bookjet
360, KOLBUS presented the entire finishing division for digital products. The international
visitors caught up on the future-oriented manufacturing possibilities as well as software
integration to implement their own business idea optimally.
Another highlight was the presentation of different luxury packaging solutions. KOLBUS
has consistently expanded the modular production system since the market launch in
2012. To get an optimal overview about the enormous production flexibility and versatility,
KOLBUS exhibited different boxes and packaging samples.
With numerous new contacts, the exhibition was a great success. Moreover, Mr. Robert
Flather, Managing Director of KOLBUS UK Ltd., gave his first lecture as the new president
of the Global Print association.

Inter alia, the BOXline modules were inspirational for modern luxury
packaging production.

Kolbus GmbH & Co. KG

Variable inline sheeter for
digital and flexo printing presses

Increased production with a
new folio sheeter

With its recently launched variable cut-off inline sheeter CFS DI, BW Papersystems
offers a sheeting solution for integration into a web-fed digital or flexo printing press
from OEM suppliers. The printed web is fed inline into the CFS DI, is precisely and
flexibly cut to the required size and neatly stacked on a pallet. The clear benefit:
with this integrated solution the OEM supplier can offer a line that not only
provides perfect print quality but also outstanding cut and stack quality.
During drupa last year, while discussing trends with industry stakeholders, BW
Papersystems President Neal McConnellogue noticed the rapid expansion of web
based digital and flexographic printing solutions aimed at the folding carton market.
With the paper processing business of Bielomatik, which BW Papersystems acquired
in 2015, having already adapted some of their solutions to produce sheets and books
at the end of a digital print line, it was only a logical step to further develop this
portfolio within BW Papersystems.
Immediately after drupa, a new team was set up, concentrating solely on strategic
and key accounts. This team brings over 50 years of combined experience in the
sheeting and book binding sectors to play. The results of their development efforts
is now the CFS DI. Positioned right behind the printing press, the sheeter ensures an
accurate cut to the required size and incorporates an advanced sheet delivery system
which provides high-speed stacking without surface marking even for high-end paper
and board. The finished pallets of sheets are changed at full speed. Faulty sheets are
rejected and sample sheets can be diverted to a safe and convenient collection tray
for inspection by the operator. This compact machine integrated to a web-fed printing
press ideally combines print quality with outstanding cut and stack quality and
variable sheet lengths, thus allows digital and flexo printing press manufacturers to
offer a significant product quality advantage to their end customers.
The CFS Sheeter can also be provided as an offline unit where its compact footprint,
fast set up and zero marking features offer commercial printers an attractive package.

Recently, Printed Specialties, a US-based folding carton business, purchased a
new eCon folio sheeter from BW Papersystems to replace an aging, outdated
machine that was not meeting their current production needs. The eCon sheeter
is a machine champion for an affordable price. It is a dual rotary sheeter, with
world-leading knife technology that provides 1,000 gsm capacity, on-machine
blade sharpening, low power consumption and best speed curve. Printed
Specialties strives for customer satisfaction through quality, security, speed to
market as well as cost and cost leadership and needed a machine that was
easy to maintain and produced press ready stacks without pile turning.
That was exactly what BW Papersystems delivered with the eCon folio sheeter.

BW Papersystems, Inc.
BW Papersystems, Inc.
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Mosca 4.0 – more individual, more flexible, faster
Network-compatible machines, remote maintenance, and ERP systems that
autonomously reorder consumables: The Industry 4.0 concept covers a wide range
of applications. What they all share is the idea of simplifying production and the
lives of industrial users. At Mosca, they are committed to not only cutting-edge
technologies, but also applications and interfaces that simplify customer’s
production operations and are easy and intuitive to use.
The RFID application for strap inventory management developed by Mosca in
cooperation with PSI Automotive & Industry GmbH and the Winckel Company
focuses on clarity. This application simplifies the storage and reordering of strapping
materials. RFID labels attached to the coils contain information about the strapping
characteristics. SoniXs strapping machines equipped with a scanner read the label
and register the specific coil being used in the ERP system. As the coils are used up
and customer’s inventory level drops, the system automatically reorders the required
strapping material. Customers receive an automatic message via their ERP system
when the strapping material produced for customers leaves the Mosca plant in
Muckental through an RFID gate. This allows the customer to track everything that
goes on from a mobile device via an intuitive industrial app – without having to
supervise the process themselves.
All present Mosca machines of the EVOLUTION Pro generation are ready for industry
4.0. Thanks to full network capability, these models can be monitored and controlled
from a connected computer. An example for a machine with high-end operations is
the EVOLUTION SoniXs TR-6 Pro. This high-performance machine shows what future
Industry 4.0 processes will look like in the strapping industry. The machine features
different communication channels that can be easily integrated into a variety of
conventional control platforms. Visualization takes place via HMI touch panel. This
information can be transmitted via Virtual Network Computing (VNC) to any PC
component in the network. The user-friendly interface enables centralized, simple

Mosca´s RFID-based solution for strap inventory management

adjustment of various machine parameters for the components. If necessary,
the machine independently changes specific machine parameters. The necessary
information is relayed to the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) either through
sensors or, for example, via the network, which provides all package-synchronized
data. The corresponding strapping and machine parameters are assigned and the
machine automatically processes all subsequent orders with maximum efficiency,
down to lot size 1.

Mosca GmbH

Order for MIRAFLEX II CL lines from New Zealand
In time for the 40th anniversary of the company, New Zealand based CONVEX
Plastics was one of the first to order a new MIRAFLEX II C line in 2016. The new
machine is equipped with eight color decks and comes with a large repeat length
of 1130mm and a press speed of 500m/min. It is scheduled to be delivered in June
2017. The MIRAFLEX II C will be equipped with state-of-the-art VISION Package
for web- and defect inspection, as well as with an inline gravure stand for lacquer
application.
Over the past four decades, CONVEX has evolved from a one-man business with a
home-made bag machine making plain plastic bags in a garage to an international
supplier of innovative flexible packaging solutions, with offices in three countries and
140 employees. CONVEX operates one OLYMPIA STELLAFLEX and PRIMAFLEX CM
flexo press from W&H as well.
For that development, CONVEX continuously invested in new machines. The
innovations of the new line – the higher automation, the changes to the web path
and the improvements for easier operation of the MIRAFLEX II – convinced CONVEX
to be one of the first buyers. Especially important was also the accuracy of the
downstream gravure and the proven track record with the HELIOSTAR stations.
CONVEX shares a 20-year relationship with W&H. Says Aaron Collett, Operations
Manager at CONVEX: “For me personally this will be the fourth W&H installation
I’ve been a part of at CONVEX and other sites. It’s the complete package that makes
W&H special: Consultation based on market knowledge, German engineering of the
machines and ongoing support and service”.

The new generation MIRAFLEX II C will be an addition to the production of CONVEX from
June 2017 on.

WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER KG
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Anniversary machines to celebrate 111th birthday
Since its establishment 111 years ago,
POLAR has developed from a regional
supplier to a leading global supplier
in the cutting and die-cutting sectors.
A multitude of innovative solutions
has contributed to the success of the
family-owned business. Its extensive
portfolio ranges from high-speed cutters
to components and systems which allow
many processes relating to cutting and
die-cutting to be optimized. This also includes PACE, a networking software to link
the machinery and gripper systems and automate processes. Recently POLAR’s line of
products was also expanded to include “Digital Cutting” with numerous cutting and
finishing options based on laser technology.
Looking back with pride on this success story, the company thanks its customers with
exclusive gifts. For new orders, customers receive performance-enhancing options for
various products free-of charge up to September 2017. The promotion is limited and
applies to deliveries in 2017. In detail, the gifts which POLAR is offering are:
High-speed cutter N PRO HD – Customers opting for the top-of-the-line model N PRO
HD will be given the Compucut® software for their high-speed cutters free of charge.
POLAR Compucut® is a state-of-the-art software for generating cutting programs.
It reduces set-up times to the very minimum. Compucut® takes the sheet layout

designed in pre-press as a JDF file and generates an optimized cutting programme.
Of course, this includes a WYSIWYG preview of the printed sheet.
High-speed cutter N PLUS – The N PLUS high-speed cutter model has process
visualization integrated free-of-charge. Based on a graphic presentation of the sheet,
process visualization shows the operator how to move the material being processed.
The machine display has the sheet representation integrated and works with all
automatically generated cutting programmes. This significantly reduces the risk of
errors.
Cutting machines D ECO / D PLUS – POLAR will give customers who decide
to buy a hydraulic D-model cutting machine a 111 euro voucher for buying a
Guillo-Crease. Guillo-Crease is a unique creasing system that quickly and easily
converts a cutting machine into a creasing machine.
Transomat Unloader TRE – Every Transomat Unloader TRE will be equipped with an
extra OPP. OPP is an optical pallet pointer and helps to align the pallet easily to the
position of the stack.
The company`s webshop (www.mohr-shop.com) also celebrates the anniversary
throughout the year offering continuous promotional campaigns. The unique
Guillo-Crease creasing system, for example, will be available at a special-offer
price with an 11.1 percent rebate

POLAR MOHR Maschinenvertriebsgesellschaft GmbH & Co. KG

Polar at China Print 2017 – Cutting solutions for every
application
POLAR attended the China Print 2017 with its sales partner Heidelberg China,
presenting multiple cutting solutions for printed and unprinted materials.
In addition to a stand-alone cutting machine D 115 PLUS, POLAR showcased a
CuttingSystem 300 as well as an automated CuttingSystem 200 PACE. The sturdy
hydraulic cutting machine D 115 PLUS even celebrated its China premiere. The
machine is designed for occasional cutting jobs. Its precise and gentle bevel swing
cut is carried out hydraulically. POLAR’s DPS ensures that the backgauge is positioned
with utmost precision. The corrosion free table surface provides very easy gliding
which is supported by air jets and makes the material easy to handle. The machine is
operated from an ergonomically positioned 18.5” touchscreen display. The integrated
graphical process visualization shows the operator how to handle the material. This
significantly reduces the risk of errors during cutting. In addition, P-Net Compucut®
integrates the machine in the digital workflow.
The POLAR CuttingSystem 300 is the high-performance system for cutting blank
stock. It is no longer necessary to load the material laboriously from the pile onto
the machine, because it is automatically taken from the stack. The Transomat unit
separates reams of material as high as the clamp opening. A pusher transports
the cutting ream directly onto the high-speed cutter rear table. While cutting is
performed, the operator is able to prepare the next cutting layer. After cutting, the
cut material can be easily pushed onto the Transomat unloading unit which then
automatically deposits parted or complete reams on a pallet. At the same time, the
operator can go on cutting. This increases the performance by up to 200 % compared
to a high-speed cutter without any peripheral equipment.
The POLAR CuttingSystem 200 PACE perfectly complements the printing presses
that run without interruption in accordance with the principle of “Push2Stop”. PACE
forms a part of the Smart Print Shop and is integrated in the printing house’s digital
workflow. The key to minimizing set-up times is the well-established and proven

Just two of the large number of China Print visitors who showed great interest in the cutting
solutions offered by POLAR.

Compucut® software. This makes the operation of the Cutting System child’s play
while ensuring the highest flexibility. Automation safeguards a consistent cutting
quality - 24 hours a day. The Autoturn turning gripper and the Autotrim high-speed
cutter are the key components of the PACE Cutting System. At least 5 automatic cuts
can be performed this way. Meanwhile, the operator has time to prepare the next
cutting ream, laying the foundation for the high quality of the final product.

POLAR MOHR Maschinenvertriebsgesellschaft GmbH & Co. KG
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EDP Award 2017 for “best folding carton solution”
KAMA has won the EDP Award 2017 for the “best folding carton solution” with their newly developed
FF 52i folder gluer. The European Digital Print Association (EDP) evaluates new products in the European
market and honours the best developments in print production tools, software, substrates, inks, materials
and finishing systems. Kama had introduced the game-changing FF 52i folder gluer dedicated to short
runs and the digital workflow at drupa 2016. The highly automated folder gluer with its patented folding
section allows for job changeovers in a record time of 5 minutes. The jury honoured the new development
as an outstanding folding carton solution with full inline inspection of print and finishing. EDP President
Klaus-Peter Nicolay and Herman Hartman, Head of the Technical EDP Committee, awarded the prize to
KAMA at the Ceremony at Fespa 2017 in Hamburg. KAMA had put about three years of development and
all its experience with the digital print process from the close cooperation with digital press manufacturers
into it.
Congratulations on the EDP Award for KAMA in the category “Best
Folding Carton Solution” from Klaus-Peter Nicolay, President EDP
Association, to Ruth Isheim, Communications Manager of KAMA, at
Fespa 2017 in Hamburg.

Kama GmbH

Exciting presentations at international trade fairs
The 9th China Print in Beijing from 9 to 13 May 2017 proved a great success for
Muller Martini. Industry visitors were particularly excited by Muller Martini’s hardcover
technology; inter alia, three Diamant booklines were sold. Furthermore, the live
demos of the Vareo perfect binding system and the Primera MC saddle stitching
system were an excellent illustration of the advantages of highly automated
machines.
At the Expográfica in Guadalajara in Mexico from 17 to 20 May, Muller Martini
showcased the Presto II saddle stitcher for short and medium runs live. It features
a user-friendly touch-screen, Asir 3 automatic signature image recognition, and
the option of integration with a high-level control system. With numerous installed
machines and many satisfied customers, the Presto family has become one of the
most popular saddle stitching solutions in Latin America. In addition to live demos of
the Presto II with three twin feeders, a cover feeder and a loading conveyor, Muller
Martini presented the new three-clamp Vareo perfect binder by means of multimedia
presentation.

The live demos of the Presto II saddle stitcher attracted large numbers of visitors to the Muller
Martini booth at Expográfica in Mexico City.

Müller Martini AG

The epitome of Finishing 4.0
With digitally printed on-demand products increasing in importance, Andi Smart
Print Solutions in Maastricht (the Netherlands), which has 50 employees, is now
using an integrated inline solution – a world premiere in that configuration – to
meet its needs in digital softcover and saddle-stitching production. It consists of a
digital Canon Océ ColorStream 3900 inkjet web printing press, which prints at four
speeds (48/75/100/127 meters per minute), and a digital SigmaLine inline book block
production line, an inline Vareo perfect binder and an inline Presto II Digital saddle
stitcher from Müller Martini.

Müller Martini has been the company`s print finishing partner for many years. In
addition, Connex was a key factor because, just like the three Müller Martini systems,
the printing press is integrated with the variable Connex data and process
management system which enables the machines to communicate with one
another. The workflow system is indispensable for automation, especially when it
comes to products for medical devices in order to ensure a zero-error rate.
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Alongside government bodies, educational institutions, the healthcare system, the art
world and many other fields of industry, the medical devices industry is Andi Smart
Print Solutions’ most important customer base (and is becoming even more so). The
company produces magazines, books, manuals, operating instructions and brochures
in run sizes of 50 to 10,000 copies. Often those are different versions of the same
title in up to 25 different languages.
Currently, offset and digital jobs account for similar proportions of the print volume
at Andi Smart Print Solutions, which now has a digital web printing press and three
digital sheet-fed presses. However, Frits Keulen, the company`s co-owner, expects
digital jobs to approach 75 percent of the volume within three to five years. All the
jobs are performed on-demand, often within just two hours.
The Andi team with the two co-owners Frits Keulen (4th from left) und Dave Kremer (2nd from
left) and Enno Smid (right), Sales Manager of Müller Martini Benelux.

Müller Martini AG
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Printers‘ Guide
Screen printing – Part 2
Printing formes and meshes
The various applications of screen printing require a
large number of printing formes. The screens are
classified into rotary screens and flat screens. Rotary
screens are, e.g., used in label printing or in textile
printing with repeat motifs. The majority of the printing
screens are flat screens. They are used in all fields of
screen printing. The dimensions may range from just
a few centimetres to several metres. Since screen
printing is an indirect printing method, the printing
screen must carry a reverse image. For the production
of the screen by means of a film and conventional
imaging, a right-reading positive film is needed.
For direct imaging and direct exposure in a
Computer-to-Screen (CTS) process, this intermediate
step is not necessary.
The following description mainly focuses on flat
screens. The screen printing forme (i.e., the screen)

essentially consists of three components – the frame,
the mesh and the stencil (the copying layer). In the early days of screen printing, a frame made of wood with
a fine silk cloth stretched over it was used. Silk enabled
to produce very fine fabrics with high tear strength. For
modern screen printing, the demands on the screen
printing forme are much higher. For instance, little
warping of the mesh is a prerequisite of a true register
in multi-colour printing or high precision circuit board
printing. At the same time, the mesh must be flexible
enough to ensure sufficient snap-off in printing and
clean release of the ink from the mesh. Continuous
development work as well as material research has
made it possible to satisfy these requirements. The
frames and mesh materials used must withstand the
consistently high tension forces and feature sufficient
resistance to aggressive chemicals and mechanical
strain in the printing process. Modern screen printing
formes consist of a frame made from aluminium

profiles, aluminium cast or a steel frame onto which
meshes made of polyester, polyamide or stainless steel
are stretched and glued. The frame gives the necessary
stability. Most often profiles made of aluminium
are used. They feature high stiffness and low own
weight. The requested stiffness, deflection and
corrosion resistance can be influenced by the choice
of the profile width and the profile cross-section. For
the frame profiles, there are patented plug and screw
systems which enable easy assembly of new frames.
Nevertheless, fixed-format, welded frames are the
ones that are most commonly used. They can be used
several times and are easy to clean and reprocess
when regularly maintained.
Before a new mesh is stretched over the frame, the
frame must always be checked for damages like tears
or deformations. In cases of doubt, damaged frames
must be sorted out, since they do not withstand the
constant tension forces and cause strong tolerances
during printing with far-reaching results for the
printing job and the printing technology. If the frame is
undamaged, a new tensioning process can be started.
The mesh is stretched by means of a pneumatic
tensioning system consisting of several tensioning
claws that are connected with each other until the
necessary tension is reached. The tension is measured
and controlled with tensiometers. After a short
adjustment phase (relaxation phase), the mesh is
tensioned again and finally glued to the frame with a
fast drying 2-component adhesive. Once the adhesive
is dry, the tensioning clamps are released and the
mesh is neatly cut at the outer edges of the frame.
Upon completion of the gluing process, the outwards
acting tensile forces of the frame ensure a stable
state of tension of the mesh. After completion of the
tensioning jobs, the screen is marked with the material
IDs. The material ID includes specifications as regards
thread count, thread diameter and the material the
mesh is made of.

Rotary screen

Flat screen

Modern meshes of molafilaments
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The threads used for weaving are classified as
multifilaments and monofilaments. Multifilaments are
woven of several twisted strands. These meshes are
thicker and less rub-resistant in the printing process
than the monofilaments. Monofilaments consist of one
single strand and enable to produce extremely fine
meshes with very high rub-resistance. Due to the better
material properties, overwhelmingly monofilaments
made of high modulus plastic fibres are used now.

Details of a rotary screen

The most frequently used mesh material is polyester.
Polyester features high elongation and tensile strength
as well as resistance against numerous chemical
compounds. Polyester meshes are preferably used
in textile printing, in finishing processes with offset
printed products or packaging materials as well as in
printing on plastic materials. The material shows low
elongation tolerances in multi-colour printing. The
screen printer must ensure register precision by
selecting the correct contact pressure during the
squeegeeing process. When aggressive printing
chemicals and strongly abrasive materials like ceramics
are used, polyamide is a good choice for the mesh.
Polyamide features similar characteristics as polyester
and additionally offers resistance to alkaline media.
The higher elasticity of the mesh compared to
polyester enables to print on slightly uneven bodies.
For the printing of very fine structures, as e.g., in the
production of circuit boards, meshes made of stainless
steel are used. With stainless steel, meshes with up to
200 wires/cm can be produced. Partly also as a collage
of polyester (zone at the edges) and stainless steel
(printing zone). Stainless steel meshes feature
only limited elongation and are prone to plastic
deformation and breakages and thus the destruction
of the mesh when under excessive stress.

Plain weave

Twill weave

of the thread is squeezed where the weft and warp
threads cross, as a result the mesh aperture gets
smaller. The mesh is dyed yellow in order to reduce
the undercutting effect during exposure. The blue light
portion contained in UV light is absorbed by the yellow
mesh so that unwanted scattered light is reduced.
Looking at the mesh specifications, the screen printer
can deduce important characteristics like printing
behaviour, open area (Ao) and theoretical ink deposit
(Vth). For example, the designation PET 48-55Y-PW
gives the following information:
PET = Polyester, 48 = thread count per cm,
55 = thread diameter in µm, Y = yellow dyed mesh
and PW = plain weave
The mesh open area is the ratio between the area
covered by the thread and the area that is open. The
open mesh is dependent on the aperture size/mesh
opening (w). The sum of the aperture size and the
thread diameter (d) gives the mesh thickness (t). In
combination with the mesh thickness, the theoretical
ink deposit can be calculated. The applicable
mathematical correlations are as follows:
On the top: Fabric with copying layer ready for print.
Center and bottom: Details of the copying layer on the
mesh.

1cm = 10.000µm
For the production of the mesh, two kinds of weave
are used, i.e. plain weave and twill weave. Plain
weave (in short: PW) is the simplest form of weaving.
The weft and warp threads are interwoven 1:1. The
result is a thick and stable fabric. For twill weaving (in
short: TW), the interweaving of weft and warp threads
changes. There are weaves with 2:1, 2:2 or 3:3 ratios.
The interweaving specification refers to the weft
thread. In the 2:1 ratio, for instance, the weft thread
crosses, in turn, one and then two warp threads. The
next weft thread is then moved by one warp thread so
that a diagonal pattern is created. After the weaving
process, further enhancements of the mesh through
calendering or inking may be added. Treatment in a
calender (roller mill) flattens the mesh, i.e. its thickness
is reduced. This treatment minimizes the ink volume
that can be transferred to the mesh. The cross-section

w = (10.000µm – (d x thread count)) / thread count
t=w+d

Ao= w² : t² x 100%

Vth = Ao x D

These calculations are only indicative of the actual
values, since the calculation is based on the unwoven
thread with a round cross-section. At least with a
calendered mesh, the exact definition can only be
achieved with geometrical measuring processes. As a
rule, the mesh manufacturer can be asked for the key
data. With the right mesh selection, the screen printer
defines the thickness of the ink layer, the printable
fineness of lines and resolutions as well as the
maximum particle size of the screen printing ink. If, for
example, a high ink film thickness with little details is
required, a rough mesh with a small number of threads

per cm and a higher thread diameter will be chosen.
Fine screen printing, however, can only be produced
with a high number of threads per cm and very thin
threads. In general, the highest resolution is achieved
with fabrics with a mesh size that is larger than the
thread diameter. The interdependencies explained
above show that the printing forme and explicitly the
choice of fabric during job preparation in screen
printing are of absolutely crucial importance. One
wrong decision will quickly cause unsurpassable
problems in printing and may require the job to be
stopped.
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